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Following the withdrawal of a bid by Penske Automotive to acquire Saturn in September ,
General Motors discontinued the Saturn brand and ended its outstanding franchises on October
31, Alex C. Mair began discussions of a "revolutionary new", small car project codenamed
Saturn in June Smith and GM's President F. James McDonald. Twelve months later, the first
Saturn demonstration vehicle was revealed. On January 7, , the Saturn Corporation was
officially founded. Citing full disclosure, Saturn was founded as a private, employee-owned
company, by former GM leadership. They remained private until GM bought them out, and
effectively "rewrote" company history. Production of both Saturn vehicles started in as early
model year vehicles. The Saturn SW was later added for GM had plans for a sedan , a coupe , a
convertible, a wagon , and even a sport utility vehicle ; however, Saturn's first sport utility
vehicle , the Vue did not appear until the model year. The first Saturn dealership opened in
Memphis, Tennessee. Saturn Corporation was launched as a "different kind of car company",
and Saturn even had its own unique car models although later models shared platforms with
other GM vehicles to be more cost effective in the market , and their own dealership network
that was separate from the rest of GM. Results at Saturn, however, were more doubtful than
positive. According to The Wall Street Journal , the project was too ambitious, as "everything at
Saturn is new: the car, the plant, the workforce, the dealer network and the manufacturing
process. Not even Toyota , a highly successful and experienced automaker, tackles more than
two new items on any single project. Also, Saturn opened at considerably higher cost than the
Japanese transplants factories that Japanese automakers established in the United States.
Nonetheless, the brand was immediately known for its "no haggle" prices. The first Saturn
model, the S-Series , was significantly successful. In , Saturn's ,th car, "Carla", was built. In May
, Saturn's one millionth car entered the market. In , Saturn became the first General Motors
North American vehicle to be fully built with right-hand-drive on the same assembly line as the
left-hand-drive vehicles the previous right-hand-drive GM North American vehicle were built in
countries with left-hand road rule using knock-down kit and customized dashboard and steering
components as it entered the Japanese market. Also in , Saturn began production of its all new
L-Series for the model year. By the time the Saturn brand was launched in Japan, however, the
Japanese economy was already in a sharp decline following the collapse of the Japanese asset
price bubble. That same year, the L-Series was discontinued. The Sky roadster was introduced
in as a model. In for the model year, the AURA midsize sedan made its way to dealerships,
alongside the Outlook , a larger CUV than the Vue, and was the last year that the Ion was
produced. The Ion was replaced by the European-built Astra in Saturn was believed to have had
a disagreement with GM and was not very accepting of the company closing. In US
Congressional hearings on December 2, , General Motors announced its intentions to focus on
their four core brands Chevrolet , Buick , Cadillac and GMC , with the sale, consolidation, or
closure of Saturn and the remaining brands Pontiac , Hummer , and Saab , with Oldsmobile
having already discontinued production in In February , GM declared its intent to part with this
brand by closing or selling the division, either to investors or to dealers, as part of restructuring
plans dependent upon the receipt of a second round of government loans " bailout " funding.
By the end of , GM closed all of its 46 Saturn dealerships in Canada, even those Saturn
dealerships also selling Saab vehicles. GM and Penske decided that they could no longer make
a business case to distribute Saturn vehicles in Canada after the sale of the brand. Saturn's
customer service, parts, and warranty operations moved to other GM dealerships in Canada. On
September 30, , Penske ended its deal with General Motors because of Penske not finding
another manufacturer to manufacture the Saturn cars. At one point Penske was in talks with
some car manufacturers including Renault Samsung Motors and the Renault-Nissan Alliance ,
however talks with the Renault-Nissan Alliance had ended mainly because of objections from
the Nissan part of the alliance. Another part of the deal between Penske and GM was for GM to
continue making the Aura , the Outlook , and the Vue until , and then another manufacturer
would take over, but since Penske didn't find another car manufacturer that was willing to
continue production of Saturn vehicles, the deal between Penske and GM ended. As a result of
this, General Motors announced that the Saturn brand would be discontinued in , and that all
Saturn dealerships would be closed by October 31, , or until all of their inventory had been sold.
Customers were required to have owned their Saturns for at least six months and were not
required to trade them in to be eligible for the incentives. Saturn Authorized Service Providers
are responsible for all aspects of service, including warranty service, on Saturn vehicles. The
Captiva Sport was mostly unchanged from the discontinued Saturn Vue. However, the Captiva
Sport did not have a hybrid version available, like the Vue did. Originally, the company's
products used a dedicated platform called the Z-body and a dedicated engine, the 1. All of the
original Saturns featured dent-resistant plastic body panels which were also touted as allowing
the company to change the look of the vehicles readily. However, in practice, the company did

not often take advantage of this capability. The Saturn S-Series family of cars were produced
from to S-Series cars had three generations: First generation cars were produced from to For
the model year Saturn used a "first generation" exterior and "second generation" interior. The
exterior of the model looked the same as the first generation cars, but it had larger gauge faces
on the instrument cluster and a redesigned center console. In , the second generation S-Series
sedan was introduced. The third generation sedan received only minor design changes for the
production run. Most notably, the exterior body panels were updated once again, and new paint
colors were offered. The sedan retained many of the same mechanical components with an
updated interior design. In , the second generation of the sport coupe model was introduced
with a more scooped headlight front. The coupe models received a suicide door behind the
driver side door. The wagon was introduced for the model year and it was produced until The
first significant change came with the Saturn L-Series mid-size car. It shared the GM platform
with the Opel Vectra , along with its engine. It was built at a GM factory in Wilmington, Delaware.
The model year cars were designated LS-1 4 cylinder and LS-2 6 cylinder. However, as
Lincoln-Mercury owned the LS designator, and to prevent a lawsuit, Saturn changed the
designators to L and L for the model years â€” The Saturn L was discontinued after the model
year. The production of the Saturn Ion was temporarily stopped for three weeks in due to Saturn
dealerships having an overstock of Ion vehicles. The plastic body panels were discontinued on
all Saturn models after the model year. None of the Saturn models used plastic body panels.
The Saturn Astra was a rebadged version of the Opel Astra. The Saturn Astra was built in
Antwerp, Belgium. Saturn had featured two sub-lines of their vehicles: the Green Line and the
Red Line. The Green Line Saturn models were environmentally friendly mild hybrid vehicles,
and the Red Line Saturn models were high-performance and sporty vehicles. From Wikipedia,
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SUV. Concept car. Though the Saturn brand was discontinued in and production has since
ended, if you are in need of a replacement part for your Saturn, then you've come to the right
place! At 1A Auto, we can get you the right Saturn parts for your car. You'll find a large
selection of new, high quality aftermarket Saturn auto parts, including door handles, mirrors,

tail lights, headlights, radiators, and much more. We don't only just sell aftermarket Saturn parts
online here at 1A Auto; we also carry a selection of new, genuine OEM replacement parts - the
very same parts you would receive if purchased from your local dealer - and performance parts
such as high flow air filters for your Saturn as well, at huge savings to you. Our product
development team spends over 8, hours a year researching the best auto parts, and they are
carefully selected by our trained engineers so you can rest assured that you are getting the
correct, high quality part you need for your car, at a discount price. If we wouldn't put the part in
our own cars, we won't sell them to anyone else. Don't overpay for Saturn parts and save
yourself from a lot of potential headaches by shopping at 1A Auto. You can shop for all of your
Saturn parts online and buy safely and securely right here on our website, or you can call our
customer service toll free at if you have any questions about any of our parts, or to buy over the
phone. With over years combined experience, 1A Auto's customer service representatives are
the most qualified to answer your questions about all of our new, aftermarket, OEM, and
performance Saturn car parts. Our representatives answer And, in the unlikely case that you are
unhappy with your Saturn auto part for any reason, 1A Auto also offers the only No Hassle
return policy for unused items in the industry. Simply put, our competitors can't beat the 1A
Advantage. Don't just take it from us - take it from over 50, satisfied customers! Look no further
than 1A Auto for your aftermarket, original equipment OE replacement, new and performance
Saturn auto parts and get your car the new parts it needs today from car enthusiasts just like
you! If you happen to be an enthusiastic Saturn owner, have a deep passion for Saturn vehicles,
or just want to learn more about the automotive manufacturer, continue reading below for a
detailed look at the brand's history and some of its past models. The Saturn Corporation was an
automobile manufacturer and brand from until it was discontinued in Saturn vehicles were sold
almost exclusively in the US and Canada. Origin 2. The Saturn Charm 3. Saturn was marketed as
a "different kind of car company. Workers were given more control and had more involvement
than in traditional factories. The idea for the Saturn car actually began at GM in , with an actual
working concept car being revealed in Initially, GM intended to produce the Saturn car under
one of its other automobile brands at the time, but eventually changed course in the late s and
decided to make Saturn its own brand. The first actual Saturn models produced were the Saturn
SC and the Saturn SLâ€”part of their extremely successful S-Series line of automobilesâ€”and
were released in the early s. The Saturn SW was released shortly thereafter. Initial results were
mixed for Saturn. Despite the fact that the vehicles were rather popular with buyers, actual sales
results did not meet the optimistic expectations that had been set for the brand. The brand also
stirred some resentment within the ranks at GM due to the fact the company operated
somewhat independently from its parent companyâ€”which it did until â€”and was draining
resources from other projects. Nonetheless, there was no doubt that the brand had become well
known in the automotive world. A big part of Saturn's charm was its customer service. Dealers
were referred to as retailers, not as salespeople, and a 'No Haggle' policyâ€”Saturn's most
identifiable piece of marketingâ€”was in place on all vehicles, meaning that all cars were sold at
list-price. Saturn also developed a tradition of being environmentally friendly and offering
innovative technologiesâ€”such as its famous dent resistant polymer side panels, which were
available on several Saturn vehicles. Saturn earned a strong reputation as being a community
friendly vehicle and won numerous industry awards over the years. These models had varying
degrees of success, but unfortunately the end would soon be near for the brand despite its
attempt at expansion. The division met its end in when it was discontinued by GM as a result of
its ongoing financial problems and restructuring efforts at the time, and its failure to
successfully sell the subsidiary to the Penske Automotive Group didn't help. Production of new
Saturn vehicles ceased in October of , and all dealers were forced to close up shop a little over
a year after. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose
expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every
day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair
videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part
will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to
search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make
Model Search. Shop by Make. Astra Parts. Aura Parts. Ion Parts. L Parts. LS Parts. LS1 Parts.
LS2 Parts. LW1 Parts. LW2 Parts. LW Parts. Outlook Parts. Relay Parts. SC Parts. SC1 Parts.
SC2 Parts. Sky Parts. SL Parts. SL1 Parts. SL2 Parts. SW1 Parts. SW2 Parts. Vue Parts. Vue
Hybrid Parts. Need Saturn Parts? Overview The Saturn Corporation was an automobile
manufacturer and brand from until it was discontinued in Contents 1. The Saturn Charm A big
part of Saturn's charm was its customer service. Demise The division met its end in when it was
discontinued by GM as a result of its ongoing financial problems and restructuring efforts at the

time, and its failure to successfully sell the subsidiary to the Penske Automotive Group didn't
help. Saturn is a registered trademark of General Motors Company. See all trademarks.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year Do not let the name fool you. These parts are not Junk. These are Quality Used
Auto Parts that have been pulled from a running vehicle. The parts are from vehicles that have
been wrecked. These are the good parts that were not damaged in the accident. The parts are
Quality tested again before being shipped out. Let us assist you finding the used parts you need
for your Car or Truck. We have a large dependable network of Junkyards and Auto Recyclers
waiting to give you a price quote. In most cases these parts can be packaged and shipped to
you or your mechanic in just a few days. If you would like a price quote on a dependable used
part for your car or truck you can start by choosing your vehicle's year, make and model up
above. We Guarantee to find your part within 24 - 48 hrs. It will take us less than 1 minute to
send your part request to Junkyards throughout the United States. Auto Guide Fiat Parts.
Suspension Trailing Arm - Rear. Drive Shaft Front. Independent Rear Suspension Assembly.
Fog Lamp - Driver. Glass Front Vent - Driver. Bumper Assembly - Front. We cooperate with the
best junkyards and salvage yards around the country, to provide our customers with only
top-notch services. On our website, you can find a simple search tool that helps you find a wide
variety of used car parts from different dealers. We help you connect with the best suppliers
without extra efforts, serving as a bridge between you and the dealers. After choosing your
desired used car parts and contacting a dealer, you will receive a response in less than 24
hours. All you need is internet access â€” no need to roam around different junkyards to find a
car part â€” we do it all for you. Taking care of your vehicle can sometimes be a pain and very
expensive but with used auto parts you can save a fortune. On All Auto Part Store, we take all
the struggle of finding the best auto parts on us. We guarantee that you will get only
high-quality products at the most affordable prices. Just fill the required fields, such as the
brand, car model, year, etc. To make the searching process for our customers much easier, we
added an option to search by city. As we provide services in all US States, it can be hard for a
customer to find the ones that are close to them out of all. So, to make your task simple, just
choose your state, city and zip code to locate used car parts from junkyards near you. No
matter from which corner of USA you are ordering, you will get the auto parts delivered straight
to your door. Can it get any better? Just save your precious time, order your desired used car
parts within a day and get it shipped to the needed location. Need highly durable yet affordable
used car parts? Here, at All Auto Part Store, you can find the best deals in the country. The
process is made simple, so our customers can easily find their desired auto parts at the best
prices while sitting at home or office. No matter what type of vehicle you have, we guarantee
that you can easily find what you are looking for with just a few clicks. Save your time and
money, find and order all kinds of bespoke used auto parts with unbelievably low prices now!
On our online platform,you get the chance to browse through all the best junkyards in the
country within minutes. Browse easily through our website with our simple search engine. You
will get a wide variety of results related to the provided detailsâ€” which will make the searching
process way easier and faster. Our online platform provides a wide choice of high-quality used
auto parts from the best junkyards across the country. You can find parts for all types of
vehicles â€” be it a sedan, jeep, minivan and more. So, you get quality partsat affordable prices.
This is a win-win situation and the best deal you can get. Taking care of your vehicle can be
costlyâ€¦ but not with used parts. Getting used car parts will cost you double or even three
times less than the new ones. Besides, here you can find not only very affordable used parts
but also top-quality parts that have the same durability as the new ones. Here you can buy your
chosen car parts immediately from the junkyard and salvage yard dealers. No need to find
dealers, drive around the city to get the best deal, you have it all here. Cut out the extra efforts
and get straight to the business! After you place your request with your contact information,
you will get a response from junkyard or salvage yard dealers within 24 hours. If they have your
requested parts they will send you an email with all the required information. We take pride to
call ourselves the best online platform in the country for used auto parts. How come? You may
wonder. Leave your contact details and get a response from your chosen dealers in less than 24
hours. Housing Axle Assy Rear w. How does everything work? Used Auto Parts Near You To
make the searching process for our customers much easier, we added an option to search by
city. Shipping all around the country No matter from which corner of USA you are ordering, you

will get the auto parts delivered straight to your door. Got any more questions? Get in touch
with us through our toll-free number Need highly durable yet affordable used car parts? Easy
navigation Browse easily through our website with our simple search engine. The largest online
selection of used car parts Our online platform provides a wide choice of high-quality used auto
parts from the best junkyards across the country. Best prices in the industry Taking care of
your vehicle can be costlyâ€¦ but not with used parts. Buy straight away! Quick turnaround
After you place your request with your contact information, you will get a response from
junkyard or salvage yard dealers within 24 hours. What makes us the best? Wellâ€¦ We have the
most user-friendly interface that makes the searching process 10 times easier, so even a child
can navigate through our website. We provide the largest catalog with all the best deals. Andâ€¦
we help you find your desired auto parts in less than 24 hours. A wide selection of options You
have a unique chance to choose out of thousands of bespoke products. Quick turnaround in
less than 24 hours Leave your contact details and get a response from your chosen dealers in
less than 24 hours. We also have a free in-store interchange system to locate other vehicles that
have the same exact parts. Inventory is updated daily so check your email often! Need a car,
truck, or van? Maybe your child needs some cheap transportation. Our used car inventory
includes listings from all locations. Each lot has a selection of running and driving vehicles
along with mechanic specials. Our admissions fee offsets the e
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xpense of maintaining a state-of-the-art recycling facility. Our facility is environmentally sound
and complies with all government regulation. Effective Sunday November 1st, our hours will be
changing to: Wednesday through Saturday am to pm Sunday am to pm Safety masks are
required while entering and exiting the retail areas of our facility. Masks are optional in the
u-pull yard area. Our Telegraph location in Flat Rock will remain temporarily closed. Store
credits which expired between March and June of will be honored through September 30th,
Search Inventory. Sign Up Today! We Sell Used Cars Cheap. Search Car Lots. Tips for
Navigating Our Yards. Our Yards. Cars Just Set:. Many hard to find auto parts and OEM vehicle
components â€” foreign and domestic. Cars and trucks added regularly Use our free in-store
cross-referencing system Read More. Read More. There is always a wide variety, even if you
have to hunt for them. But for the price, you cannot go View Review. All rights reserved.

